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PROJECTS

TALISON LITHIUM

2021 CONTRACT  

JPD are to dismantle/demolish, remove and 

dispose off-site all redundant miscellaneous 

plant/equipment, buildings, scrap and 

general waste from the New Mill Building, 

New Gravity Building, Existing Tantalum 

Building and End bay of existing Tantalum 

Building which consisted of:

Feed hopper and conveyor, Compressors, 

Dryers and tanks from the old Flock Shed, 

2000kva transformers, MCC Switch rooms 

and contents, 4 x mills and associated switch 

gear/transformers and spares, conveyor 

system, gantry cranes, banana screens, 

thickener tanks, Russell jigs, spiral banks & 

distributors, cyclones, derik screens, shaking 

tables, Filter belt, Dryer & bag house, Small ball 

mill, Kelsey jig, Warman/Ash pumps and  

non-ferrous and ferrous scrap materials.

JPD are responsible for the pulverising of 

the concrete mill plinths flush to concrete 

floor level and elevated concrete floors and 

associated columns. JPD intend to utilise 

the crushed concrete material between the 

protruding footings/plinths to level out the 

work areas.

PROJECT COMMITMENT

As with all deconstruction projects, the emphasis is on team work within J&P Deconstruction. 

Discussion on all issues concerning Occupational Safety & Health are a pre-requisite when 

commencing each project. 

To achieve our Zero Tolerance stance on incident/accidents JPD produces an in-depth  

Work Plan and Safety Management Programme for each project in conjunction with the  

client or the client representative. J&P Deconstruction has a zero Tolerance Policy to 

substance abuse and conducts regular random testing. DECONSTRUCTION 

SERVICES

HALLIBURTON

2020 CONTRACT  

JPD dismantled, removed & disposed of ammonia gantry, stacks, tanks, caustic tank, 

ventilation system, storage silos, compressor piping, compressors, receivers, pipe work,  

pipe supports, hangers and redundant equipment. JPD removed the concrete plinths  

beneath the compressors and repaired the floor to match the existing concrete.

JPD removed and disposed the pond liners and internal fence and return Pond 1 & Pond 2 to 

average ground level. Soil sampling and remediation of the area was undertaken to ensure 

no environment liabilities remain. Vegetation through the pond area was removed prior to 

remediation, to avoid deleterious materials entering the areas of back fill and compaction.

A detailed company profile can be downloaded from J&P Deconstruction website.



DECONSTRUCTION 

SERVICES

CONTRACTOR  

CAPABILITY AND  

EXPERIENCE

J&P Deconstruction Pty Ltd handles deconstruction/demolition operations, 

mine site deconstruction, asbestos and tank removals, and its team is 

experienced in coordination and management of large scale projects as 

sub-contractors or standalone contractors. 

Established in 1998, J&P Deconstruction Pty Ltd (formerly  

known as J&P Industries) has obtained extensive experience  

and knowledge in the deconstruction and demolition industry.  

J&P Deconstruction (JPD) is 100% West Australian owned and 

operated and provides an excellent service to our clients.

J&P Deconstruction holds a current unrestricted Class 1 Demolition licence and adheres to 

the highest levels of professionalism, integrity and safety - an approach that has resulted in 

our involvement in some of the South West Region’s high-profile demolition projects.

JPD has the knowledge, equipment, and skilled people needed to tackle any deconstruction / 

demolition project including the specialist requirements of the safe removal and disposal of 

hazardous materials including asbestos related products. Every employee is suitably trained, 

qualified and experienced in each project the company undertakes. All personnel are fully 

conversant with and operate in accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health, 

Environmental Acts and Regulations and Australian Standards required in Western Australia.

The strong emphasis on innovation has allowed us to complete the most complex and 

challenging projects on time, safely, within budget and to the highest industry standards. 

With our collaborative approach J&P Deconstruction can confidently deliver exceptional 

outcomes. Customer feedback from previous projects also demonstrates that JPD has the 

capacity and expertise to engage in industrial and commercial projects, regardless of size 

and technical challenge.

DECONSTRUCTION 

Demolition and Inducement

Asbestos removal

Mine site decommissioning

Strip outs and Façade Retention

Imploding of concrete structures

Fire damaged structures

Bridges and or underwater demolition

Chimney stacks both steel and concrete

Site remediation

Soil remediation

Fuel tank removal

CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS 

Bulk earthworks

Site clean-ups

Detail excavations

Trenching

Soil bio remediation


